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Brief descriptions of quasi local mass

• QL mass : A geometric quantity of  2-dim surface       that 
measures the mass contained in the domain that enclosed by 

• QL mass usually depends only on 

the geometry of      , like mean curvature

area etc.



• Brown-York mass





• QL Isoperimetric mass 





• is  AF if:                                         with 

• Example: Schwarzschild manifold:                       with

,                     is   horizon







Non negativity of isoperimetric mass

• Theorem (Shi, 2016):  Suppose  is an AF manifold 
with              , then we have

Moreover.                                                     iff





Applications 

• Theorem(CCE, 2016) Suppose                 is an AF manifold with 

and positive mass  and containing horizons, Then               
admits isoperimetric region for every volume. 

• Very brief Proof:  
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Isoperimetric mass and ADM mass
• Theorem (Huisken, 2006): Suppose               is an AF manifold 

with            , let             be the isoperimetric profile on             , 
then



• Fan-Miao-Shi-Tam’s result

• On other hand, we have





No drift off  to  infinity  of   isoperimetric    regions

• Let           be a sequence of isoperimetric regions in      , we say     
drift off to infinity, if for any compact set              ,               is 
disjoint with      , for sufficiently large    . 



Theorem(CCE 2016). Isoperimetric regions cannot pass through a 
fixed  compact set

• Suppose         always pass through a fixed compact set       

• is a complete, noncompact and properly embedding area-
minimizing Surface in           .

• A result due to A.Carlotto, 

O.Chodosh, M.Eichmair

No such area-minimizing

Surface in   



• By a result due to CCE,            cannot  always pass through  a 
fixed compact set      .  

• cannot drift off to the infinity

• is exhausting .



Proof of no drift

• Key observation:  If          drift off to the infinity, then                     
tends to zero,  contradiction to                                                      .

• How to estimate                   ?

• Key observation:  If  a         drifts off to the infinity, then the 
boundary looks like   an Euclidean sphere



• What happen if a Euclidean sphere slides off to the infinity of an 
AF manifold ? 

• We can get its area and volume expansion in an explicit way. 









• Proof of Lemma 4.2 :



By the first variation formula, we get :



Note that:



• By the co-area formula, we have:

• We get



•

•



Estimate for isoperimetric surfaces
• Observation: Isoperimetric surfaces in AF manifolds look like      

Euclidean spheres outside a large compact set. 

•



•





• If        is an isoperimetric surface with the topology of                        
sphere  and drift off to the infinity, then                             

• Conclusion: Suppose               is an AF manifold with

is a sequence of  isoperimetric surfaces with the topology of                       
spheres, and areas approach to infinity, then         cannot drift off to 
the infinity. 



• separates  a compact

set in            from the infinity

for    large enough. 

• Conclusion:      is a leaf of 

canonical foliation in  



Canonical foliations in AF manifolds and isoperimetric 
surfaces with large enclosed volume

• Conjecture(Bray, 1998): The volume-preserving stable CMC 
surfaces in the end of  AF manifold            are isoperimetric 
surfaces. 

• In 2013, M.Eichmair & J. Metzger proved above conjecture in the 
case that             is  asymptotically Schwarzchild of positive mass. 
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• Theorem(CESY, 2016): Suppose               is an AF manifold with

, and positive mass. There is        with the following 
property. Let          there is a unique region                  such that

, for all            . The boundary of        consist of 

and a leaf of the canonical foliation of the end of            . 

• Proof of Theorem: only consider the case 

• Step 1: All leaves of canonical foliation are isoperimetric surfaces

Consider the canonical foliation:  



• is closed  

• Claim: J is unbounded. 

• Recall: Suppose               is an AF manifold with
is a sequence of  isoperimetric surfaces with the topology of                       

spheres, and areas approach to infinity, then        is a leaf of canonical 
foliation. 

J is bounded               there is           , for all isoperimetric surfaces 
with enclosed volume            ,                                                        



•

contradicts Fan-Miao- Shi-Tam’s  estimate .



• is connected when     is large enough.

Suppose not                                                         

Let       be the isoperimetric region with volume      , and 







is connected 



• is smooth for          

is connected                                  
is smooth for             

Hawking mass for each isoperimetric surface with large 
enclosed volume is positive            

all isoperimetric surfaces with large enclosed volumes are 
topological spheres, hence are unique and are leaves of canonical 
foliation. 



• Example(A. Carlotto and R.Schoen) There is an AF Riemannian 
metric             on     that has non-negative scalar  
curvature and positive mass such that on  

• There is no uniqueness for stable CMC surfaces in an AF manifold

with asymptotical order 


